Glass Garage Doors FAQs
Why glass garage doors have become popular?
Glass garage doors have become an alternative solution to the most conservative and
ordinary types of doors. The material is unique, comes in variations and can certainly
increase the appeal of the house and, therefore, its value. They are used for garages but also
for patios and instead of French doors to bedrooms, offices or living rooms.
What are the main differences among glass garage doors?
As all garage doors, those made of glass panels will differ in size, special characteristics
(insulation, thickness etc.), style and design. Each glass garage door can be unique since
there are different types of glasses in terms of their shade and there are variations in frames
as well.
Why milk glass is recommended?
Milk glass is the perfect way to have sun in the garage but also privacy. There are actually
variations among shades and consumers are not obliged to go with clear glass. This way,
they can protect their families from prying eyes. Some glass panels can be tinted in darker
off-white colors but it's best to enjoy the merits of glass doors with milk glass.
What do we mean by safety glass?
Naturally, the glass used for the construction of garage doors is not plain glass but a mixture
of materials in order to make it safe and stronger. Safety glass has the property of staying in
one place and not scatter when it breaks and that's wonderful news for those with kids or
prone to accidents.
Can glass doors be insulated?
The good news is that glass garage doors can be insulated. They can also be constructed
with double layers and have air tight frames with retainers for complete energy saving. The
weather seals definitely help to the good insulation of the door and it's good to check them
often as much as the frames of the door, especially if they are made of wood.
Do glass doors have a different mechanism from other materials?
Glass garage doors will need springs, openers, rollers and other parts depending on their
weight as we do with any other garage door regardless of its material. Glass doors do not a
special mechanism or electric system. They just differ in terms of the material and you'll still
have to check with their weight in order to get the right garage door parts.
What frames are considered best and why?
Although wood is also an elegant choice for frames, it is also sensitive, inconvenient for
moisture places and it warps. It's best to get aluminum frames since they are stronger,
perfect for such applications, completely reliable and resistance to elements. With retainers
for weather seals, they will make the perfect choice for good insulation.

Do glass doors need more maintenance?
Garage door maintenance basically involves the good checking and repairing of the garage
door parts. The requirements are just the same as with any other garage door materials. As
for the door itself, glass panels are actually more convenient than other materials since they
are resistant to elements. They will only need good and more frequent cleaning.
Do glass doors come out in all door types?
There are glass garage doors moving up and down, up and backwards, folding up and sliding.
Since they come out as sectional doors as well, they can be constructed in the most usual
and convenient types. Still, most consumers prefer to get overhead glass doors but you can
always check with Garage Door Repair Temple City about your choices.
Can glass doors have windows?
Garage door windows are an excellent choice even for glass doors. Most definitely, glass
doors can certainly have windows. They can have doors, too. Some parts of the door might
open and that will be easier if the doors are sectional and have rectangular aluminum
frames all over the panel. Today, there are variations and basically everything is possible.
Is the installation of glass garage doors harder?
The installation of garage doors is always hard due to their weight and to the fact that doors
must be installed with perfect precision. When glass garage doors are replaced or installed,
you must be careful of their sharp edges because you can easily be injured. It's easier to
have accidents with glass doors since the material is sensitive and can break and it's best to
leave such tasks to professionals.
Is it easy to replace broken glass door parts?
Broken glass panels are replaceable. If the door is sectional, it'll be easier and cost less.
Though, it's not easy. The broken parts must be removed carefully and they're sharp.
Installing the new glass is also hard because you'll have to adjust it to the frame as well. Let
professionals take care of such issues and make sure the same quality and color of glass is
ordered.
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